
ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OP THE DANUBE LOWLAND
К . HraSna*

INTRODUCTION
In accordance with the needs of the Urbanisation Project 

of the Slovak Socialist Republic (SSR) engineering geologi
cal maps on scale 1:2$ 000 are being set up for land unite 
with a concentrated industrial-residential construction and 
engineering geological saps on scale 1:200 000 providing do
cuments for a rational use of the geological environment in 
the remaining partB of the national territory. These two e- 
ditions of maps will create a unified system of information 
based on unified methodic procedures, considering rational
ly the need of a varied datailnese in landuse planning of 
the urban centres and their larger hinterland - the infra
structure in general and the individual polyfunctional ur
ban zones, as well.

The engineering geological map covering the major part 
of the Danube lowland (the Slovak part of the Small Danube 
Basin), set up on scale 1:200 000 last year (Hraöna et al. 
1981) gives a general view on the engineering geological con
ditions and resources of the geological environment (geopo- 
tentiale) of the area and evaluates its individual parts 
from their suitability stand point for various engineering 
activities. With regard to the richness of information con
tained in the map, its content was divided into four paral
lel map sheets, whose content and methods of preparation are 
given further on.
T H E  METHOD OF PREPAPING ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL MAPS

From the four parallely set up sheets of the engineering 
geological map on scale 1:200 000 the two first (the map of 
engineering geologicel conditions and the map of zoning) 
were prepared in a more or less traditional method (accord-
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ing to the IAEG-UNSSCO Guidebook, 1976). The third map sheet 
gives a complete information on the natural resources (poten
tials) of the geological environment and the fourth map sheet 
gives a view on the hydrogeological conditione оf the ares, 
mainly on the corrosive properties of the ground watere.

The map of engineering geological conditions represents 
the rock complexes of the pre-Quaternary basement and mantle 
formations (thicker than 2 m) occurring at a depth to 10 m, 
ground waters and geodynamic phenomena. The genetical-litho- 
logical character of rock complexes is mxpressed by their 
number indication according to unified legend prepared for 
the whole territory of the SSB (in black colour for the sur
face and in violet for the underlying complexes). The engi
neering geological character of rocks is expressed by their 
classification according to the National Building Standard 
and on the map it is expressed by the surface colour.

The hydrogeological conditions on the map are expressed 
only by the blue number indication, corresponding to the 
depth interval in which the ground water table occurs. The 
remaining hydrogeological data are contained in a special 
hydrogeological map.

from the geodynamic phenomena on the map represented in 
red colour important are only the engineering geological 
phenomena, limiting the possibility of the land use (faults, 
seismicity, landslides, erosion, hydrocompaction in loess).

The map of engineering geological zoning represents land 
units delineated by the all-national accepted system of en
gineering geological zoning (Matula M., Hraána M., 1976; Ma
tula M., 1979). The zones are delineated according to combi
nation of genetical-lithological complexes rising in super
position (to depth of 10 m), the subzones according to the 
vertical sequence of rock types. 40 types of outcroping ge
netical-lithological complexes are distinguished on the ter
ritory of the Czechoslovak Socialist Bepublic (CSSB) and ba
sic engineering geological types of rocks (solid and semi- 
solid rocks, bouldery, gravelly, sandy, cohesive, loess and 
organic soils). The thickness of rock complexes and types «re
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expressed in codes of zones and subzones.
Examgles_of codes of_zonea^
IjF' - zone of polygenetic loess soils (< 5 a) on fluvial ter

race sediments
L/f '- zone of piygenetic loess soils} thickness of loess 5 - 

10 a
L - zone of polygenetic loess soils (thickness ) 10 a).
Examgles_of codes of_subzonea:
/1/ pg J sand (p) 2-5 в thick deposited
/2/ pg'j on gravel (g) /1/ 2-5 в thick 111 and !3/> 5a thick;
/3/ pg' in subzones /1/ and /2/ in depth to 10 a Neogene

clayey basement.
The hydrogeological conditions and geodynaaic phenomena on 

the map are represented similarly as on the map of engineering 
geological conditions. Only zones are represented on the map 
accompanying this report (Fig.l).

Map of geoenvironmental potentials represents the present 
and the prognosticated possibilities of use of the geological 
environment for various economic purposes.

By the surface colour represented is the "urbanizing poten
tial" expressing the quality of the foundation soils. It is 
determined by the permissible load, established according to 
the Czechoslovak Standard Specifications for designing shal
low footing (ŐSN 73 1001). The remaining geopotentials are 
expressed by line and number codes in various colours (Tab..l).

Special purpose hydrogeological zoning map represents the 
land units with varied type and intensity of ground water cor
rosiveness. The type of corrosiveness is expressed by a cir
cular target, intensity (in 3 degrees) by the surface colour 
(in Fig.3 by the number code only). Apart from it the map 
contains the information on the quality (corrosiveness) of 
water in the surface water courses, data on the use of ground 
water reserves, as well as data on pollutants of ground and 
surface waters. Indicated also are the deep boreholes with
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Table 1

CATüOOBISS OF QEOSNVXBONMENTAL VALUES
Values and category represan-
sources I II III tation

Foundation conditions (q0, M P a )
> 0 .3 0 .3 - 0 .1 < 0 .1

colour of 
surface

Slope con
ditions < 6 ° 6 -  14° > 14° lines in 

red
lepth to 
water ta
ble

<2 n 2 - 5 m > 5 »
codes in 
blue

Prognos
tic water reserves 
l.s-1

200 -  1000 50 -  200 ^ 5 0 lines in 
blue

Pedologi-“ 
cal clas
ses of 
soils

1 - 2 3 - 4 >4
patterns in 
brown

Mineral
resources

ore,nonme- 
tallic and 
coal depo
sits; ex
traction 
of build
ing mate
rials

important 
verified 
deposits of 
building 
materials

prognostic 
deposits 
of build- 
materials

lines and 
codes in 
violet

trees of 
protec
tion and restric
tions

national 
parks; re
servations and protected a- 
reas of 
exceptio
nal cultural and 
scientific 
inportance

less im
portant 
protected areasy reservations and parks

territory
without
importantprotectedphenomena

lines and 
codes in 
green
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thermal waters containing corrosive components which in an in
correct operation of the resource may negatively influence the 
surface and ground waters.
QEOMORPHOLOOIC, TECTONIC AND LITHOLOGIC CONDITIONS

The Danube lowland in the sense of geoaorphologic division 
of the area of the SSB is divided into the Danube Plain and 
the Danube Hilly Country (líazúr E. in Atlasa SSH 1979).

The Danube Plain is formed by the flood-plains of the Da
nube and the Little Danube, the lower watér courses of Váh, Ni
tra and Hron, as well as by numerous other smaller water cour
ses. This extensive alluvial lowland is built predominantly 
by fluvial gravels and sands, covered in places by loemy al
luviums, respectively by eolian sands or loess soils.

The surface of the area is flat, levelled down, in places 
£ith many dead branches, meandres, canals and old material 
pits, respectively smaller elevations of eolian sands, ag
gregation ramparts and protection dams. Distinguished by a 
quantity of dead branches is mainly the said 2itn? ostrov 
island area, lying between the Danube and the Small Danube, 
which in the historically not distant epoch was composed of 
a complex of islands and a quantity of branches (Martinba in 
Porubbs^ et al. 1974). In places there occur relatively low
er situated areas frequently waterlogged. An independent part 
of area, on the passage between the plain and the hilly coun
try, is formed by the said "Novozémocbá flat lands" characte
ristics! for a substantial representation of eolian sediments.

The Danube hilly country is built by Neogene molasse sedi
ments covered usually with loess soils, in a lesser measure 
with fluvial (mainly terrace) and deluvial sediments, even
tually even with eolian sands. The valleys of the rivers Váh, 
Nitra, Zitává and Hron articulate its area into partial hilly 
countries} the Trnavsbé, Nitriansbá, Zitavsbé, Hronsbá and I- 
pelská hilly country.

A typical, dndulated hilly country relief is presented by 
the major part of the Nitra, Zitává and Hron hilly country. A 
less articulate area is formed by the eastern parts of the Tr- 
nava and Hron hilly country built by fluvial terrace sediments
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covered with loeea soils (the Trnava and the Hron tables). A 
flat relief characterizes also the Nitra table emerging near 
the western border of the Nitra hilly country, built by Neo
gene and loess sediments.

The area of flood-plains of the water courses(dividing the 
Danube hilly country, presents a similar relief as the Danube 
plain. In places, during higher water levels in the water 
courses, there occur waterlogged and flooded areas.

The geological and geomorphological conditions of the Da
nube lowland were substantially affected by tec tonic move
ments which took place during the Neogene and Quaternary, 
where in the lowlands of the Western Carpathians subsidences 
of areas took place. During the Quaternary these appeared in 
an increased intensity in the Danube plain, mainly in the area 
of the 2itny ostrov. The subsidences were not uniform, but 
graded^ with a varied depth of subsidence of individual blocks 
limited by faults of NS-SW and NW-SS direction (see Fig.2.).
The extent of subsidence and the thickness of the Quaternary 
sediments (predominantly fluvial gravels and sands) grow from 
the borders towards the centre of the basin, where (in the 
neighbourhood of GabSlkovo) it attains more than 300 m.

According to precise levelling of the area (XvitkoviS <J., 
Yanko J., 1971), presently there occurs in the area of the 
Danube plain subsidence of the surface with an intensity of 
1 - 3 mm per year. To the present subsidences of the area 
points also the intense accumulation of the Danube, which 
in the ford section deposits yearly more than 500 000 of 
sandy gravel. The area of hilly countries in relation with 
the rising mountain ridges and synsedimentary subsiding parts 
of the lowland area is of a transitory character. As against 
the mountain ridges it presents the character of a subsiding 
area, as against the intensity of the subsiding parts of the 
Danube lowland it relatively rises. Similarly as in the in- 
tensly subsiding parts of the lowland, also in the area of 
hilly countries there occurs a block structure and similarly 
as in the area of mountain ridges there occuib a depth erosion 
of rivers and formation of terrace benches. The most intense 
relative movements took place at the end of Neogene and in the
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older Pleistocene, when the hilly countries began to differen
tiate morphologically. However, this differentiation continues 
with a certain intensity even presently.
GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF ENGINEERING ACTIVITY

Geological conditions of engineering ectivity in the descri
bed area are influenced mainly by the quality of foundation 
soils, high table level of corrosive ground water and the need 
of its protection, in some places seldom aleo by geodynamic 
phenomena, or morphologic conditions.

In the area of the Danube plain the conditions of engineer
ing activity are negatively influenced by a high ground water 
table (usually at a depth to 2 m) which almost in the whole 
extent of the area is corrosive. Most frequently there occur a 
sulphate corrosiveness and corrosiveness from a low pH value; 
relatively frequent, however, is also the carbonate corrosive
ness. The character of corrosiveness changes frequently in re- 
la -ion to the purety of surface water courses, eventually un
der direct anthropogeneous influences.

Where gravelly or sandy foundation soils with a sufficient 
bearing capacity emerge near the surface of the area, apart 
from the need to drain the foundation pits and to protect the 
foundations against corrosiveness, it is necessary in the cons
truction and operation of the buildings to pay an increased at
tention also to the protection of ground waters against pollu
tion. Thi8_is eo_much the more_important, because the fluvial 
deposits of the Danube plain (mainly in the 2itny ostrov island) 
accumulate the biggest reserves of ground waters in the CSSS 
and also in the Central Europe, which are intensly used and a 
further extension of their use is expected.

Mainly in the area of the 2ititfostrov in pumping the ground 
waters (drainage of foundation pits) it is necessary to pay an 
increased attention to suffosion_phenomena, aa the unfavoura
ble grain composition of the Danube sandy gravels enables their 
occurrence already at small hydraulic gradients. Known are al
so cases of deformation by euffosion of the underlier of the 
protection dams and their destruction in high water levels of 
surface water courses (Jakubec L., 1962).
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In those parts of the area where the surface position in 
the zone of fluvial sediments (F) is formed by cohesive sedi
ments (or in combination with sandy sediments), apart from a 
high ground water table, they cause frequently a conditional 
suitability of the area for construction as a result also of 
a small bearing capacity, or of an ununiform compressibility 
of foundation soils, respectively of consistency and volume 
changes of the soils.

One can similarly evaluate the zones where on fluvial se
diments polygenetic loess soils are deposited (LF). Unsuita
ble for foundation is the area of zones of organic sediments 
(0, OF), formed on the surface by peats and soils with a high 
content of organic substances.

Foundation in the described part of the territory is com
plicated also by a relatively frequent occurrence of dead 
branches with sediments of a high content of organic substan
ces which, with regard to their relatively small dimensions 
and considerable density, could not be represented on the 
map.

In the area of hilly countries a rational realization of 
constructions is frequently complicated by unfavourable phy
sical-technical properties of cohesive soils, mainly the eub_- 
sidence_qf_loess_soila which cover about 70 % of the surface 
of the area (zones beginning with the letter L). By an in
creased subsidence are distinguished mainly the surface po
sitions of loess soils of the Würmian, which in some places 
attain the thickness of several meters.

A further unfavourable property of the cohesive soils of 
the described area are their volume_changers (swelling, Shrin
kage) for which characteristic are mainly the high-plastic 
Neogene sediments (zones Ni, Nk), eventually also delluvial 
sedimenta (zones beginning by letter D). A limiting factor 
of a more extensive urban use of the area of the indicated 
zones may also be the occurrence of landslides which take 
place more frequently on steep valley slopes (mainly the NW 
part of the Nitra hilly country), eventually also the intense 
eroaion. For communication constructions the area of the des
cribed zones provides usually a little suitable subsoil which
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must Ъе stabilized.
In_the_area of_flood^plains of more important water cour

ses, dividing the Danube hilly country, the engineering geo
logical conditions ere similar as in the area of the Danube 
plains. An unfavourable phenomenon is the flooding of parts 
of their territory during high water levels in the water cour
ses.

To the unfavourable geodvnamic phenomena in the ares of 
the Danube lowland belongs also the relatively high seismici
ty i By the highest intensity of earthquake distinguished is 
the SE part of the area (mainly the neighbourhood of Komárno) 
with relatively frequent earthquake of 7-8^iCS intensity, and 
possible earthquake intensity up to 9°MCS. An increased seis
micity (6°MCS), however, occurs also in the NW part of the 
area.

Among the limits of engineering activity it is necessary 
to count with the occurrence of agricultural_soils with a 
high fertility (1st and 2nd rank), found in the major part of 
the Danube plain and also in the area of hilly countries. A 
further limitation of engineering activity is the occurrence 
of construction_materials, mainly gravels in the Danube plain 
area and brick-clays in the Danube hilly country area, where 
they are presently extracted, but above all their extensive 
prognostic reserves occur here.
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EXPLAKATIONS TO FIG.I 
Zone of:
E - eolian sands 
L - polygenetic loess soils 
О - organic deposits 
F - fluvial deposits 
F - fluvial terrace deposits 
P - proluvial deposits 
D - slope deposits
Ni - Heogene molasse clayey-silty deposits 
Ng - Heogene molasse sandy-gravel deposits

m) on fluvial 

10 ш)

EXPLANATIONS TO FIQ.3 
Ground water:
I - non-corrosive
II - of low degree of corrosiveness
III - of high degree of corrosiveness
Hydrogeological environment with:
A - high degree of permeability 
В - medium degree of permeability 
C - low degree of permeability

Examples of symbols of combined zones:
LF - zone of polygenetic loess soils (< 5 

terrace deposits
L/F*- the same (thickness of loess soils 5- 
L - zone of polygenetic loess soils 

(thickness >10 m)
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f ig  1 MAP OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL ZONING

AND GEOMORFOLOGICAL UNITS
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A KISALFÖLD MÉRNÖKGEOLÓGIAI VISZONYAINAK 
TÉRKÉPEZÉSE 1:200000 MÉRETARÁNYBAN

M . Hrasna

A Szlovák Szocialista Köztársaság területére vonatkozó 
"Urbanizációs terv" igényeinek megfelelően a múlt év fo
lyamán kidolgozásra került a Kisalföld Szlovákiában elte
rülő részének, 1:200000 méretarányú áttekintő mérnökgeoló
giai térképe. E térkép áttekintést nyújt az emlitett te
rület mérnökgeológiai viszonyairól és geopotenciális jellem
zőiről, valamint alapul szolgál a terület egyes részeinek 
megítélésére mérnöki építmények létrehozására való alkal
masság szempontjából.

Jelenleg kidolgozásban vannak a Kisalföld egyes kisebb 
területi egységeinek 1:25.000 méretarányú mérnökgeológiai 
térképei. Ily módon kialakulóban van egy egységes rendszer 
a tárgyalt területre vonatkozó - különböző részletességi 
szintű - mérnökgeológiai információk beszerzésére.
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КАРТИРОВАНИЕ ШПНЕРНО-ГЕО ЛОГИЧЕСКИХ УС ДОВИЛ МАЛО.1 BEHTEPCmi 
НЛоМГННОСТИ В МАСШТАБЕ I : 200.000

Мирослав ХРАСНА

Соответственно требованиям "Урбанизационного плана? касаю
щегося территории Словацкой Социалистической Республики, в 
течение прошлого года была разработана обзорная инженерно
геологическая карта в масштабе 1:200.000 Малой низменности, 
расположенной в Словакии. Эта карта даёт обзор об инженер
но-геологических условиях и геопотенциальных характеристи
ках данной территории, а также служит основой оценки отдель
ных частей территорий с точки зрения ее пригодности для воз
ведения инженерных сооружений.

В настоящее время разрабатываются инженерно-геологические 
карты отдельных небольших территориальных единиц Малой 
низменности в масштабе 1:25.000. Таким образом формируется 
единая система для приобретения инженерно-геологической 
информации - с различной детализацией - касающейся обсуж
даемой территории.
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